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The absorbing story of a noted Cherokee Indian and his romance with a New England Puritan Girl

A Distinguished New Book from the University of Oklahoma Press

ELIAS BOUDINOT

The absorbing and authoritative journal of a topographic engineer sent out to find the most likely railroad route from Arkansas to Los Angeles, following roughly the thirty-fifth parallel, is the basis for the latest book from the University of Oklahoma Press—A Pathfinder in the Southwest, edited and annotated by Grant Foreman. ($3.00)

The young engineer was Lieutenant A. W. Whipple, who headed a party of civilian scientists, mineralogists, astronomers, naturalists, and artists, along with an escort of dragoons. The survey was made in the years 1853-54, after the California Gold Rush brought a great popular demand for better transportation facilities across the continent.

Whipple was a careful and enthusiastic observer. In his itinerary he described the Indians and frontiersmen whom he met (many of them famous in the history of the West); the now famous ruins which he and his colleagues discovered; the Mexican settlements they visited; and with great clarity the wild, untrammeled beauty of an area unintruded by plow or white man. His route, incidentally, passed within a few miles of what is now the site of the University.

A Pathfinder in the Southwest is a worthy addition to the University Press’s series on American Exploration and Travel.


Also scheduled for publication soon is Radicals of Yesterday, by Hope Holway.